
Introduction to 

Photography 

 

Sometimes photography becomes a last-minute priority for a journalism 

staff. They may rely on mug shots rather than action shots; they may 

frequently publish dark, unclear images. They may even use photos as space fillers with no true 

purpose. Photos need to depict the emotion or tone of their related stories. A newspaper staff, as 

a whole, needs experience with a camera to develop an eye for good photographs with strong 

connections to their stories.  

 

 
Using a cell phone or another type of camera, prepare a portfolio of nine (9) photos.  These must 

be NEW photos taken for the purpose of this assignment (in other words, no Christmas family 

photos, vacation photos, etc.).    The subject matter will be based on the following categories.  

Choose your top three categories and only take three (3) photos per category: 

 A group of at least three people (not posed) 

 A head shot of a single individual 

 A sports action / practice or club meeting photo 

 A photo taken in a classroom setting (with teacher permission) 

 A school spirit shot (pep rally, assembly, etc.) 

 A shot in a public place other than the school (a mall, a park, etc.) 

 

 
The pictures should make use of good perspective and lighting, utilize the rule of thirds and of 

odds, foreground interest and depth, contrast, perspective, strong angles, leading lines, and 

dynamic tension. 

 

 
 You will have two weeks to take the photos in three of the above seven categories.  

 Photos can be in black and white or color. 

 On deadline day, turn in your work into the Journalism I folder on a lab computer. 

 

 
 You will learn PhotoShop techniques to change images to black and white and how to 

crop and resize pictures. Additionally, you will practice altering the brightness and 

contrast in their series pictures 

 You will utilize captions (cutlines) and / or at least a paragraph of text to accompany your 

photos to create wild art (stand alones). 

 If you are lucky, you may even win a prize! 
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